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Abstract
Manufacturing Execution Systems (MES) today allow companies to track production from order entry

thru shipment to the customer. The reality is that many companies are not using this type software in
their manufacturing but instead have been investing in Enterprise Resource Planning systems (ERP)
which are not created to monitor real-time manufacturing (De Bernardini, 2013).

Today many companies are making production decisions on purely historical data which is too late to
take action on the findings (Miklosey, 2013). Many companies have devised a combination of

solutions, both with paper and paperless records that have been created to solve a problem at a given
moment. Miklosey calls these type of solutions “archipelago of components.” Givaudan, the world's
largest producer of flavors and fragrance, fits this description with sites individually trying to meet

corporate standards that tell them to monitor production but lack the “how to” directions for each site.
Bob Miklosey states that implementing an MES radically changes manufacturing and creates a

holistic approach that is more natural and involves floor personnel, engineers, Quality and

management. Operators become part of the quality system, not just someone recording a manual

entry that is part of a historical record. Quality and Maintenance are updated in real time to process
upsets and can quickly respond to issues before they become critical.

Miklosey points out a byproduct of an MES will be rich analytical data living in the MES for

reporting and action. The system will bring KPI’s and quality metrics to life in real time.

Problem Statement
As described in the abstract Givaudan is like many companies who have not implemented an MES

and are just beginning their digital journey. Givaudan has a modern ERP system (SAP), and

modernized manufacturing automation systems, but the middleware (MES) layer is missing.
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Figure 1 ERP\MES\Automation Framework

The challenge is that every site has developed its own methods of tracking and monitoring production.
The most popular methods of production planning and monitoring are Excel or Google sheets that are
updated manually. Downtime reporting is done similarly. Thus it is difficult, at best, to assign a slow
production rate to people, process, or equipment.

The LCMS is a homegrown solution that is used in several sites worldwide. Accenture did an audit of
LCMS (Liquid Compounding Management System) and concluded it fell short of being an effective
MES. The Vice President of Global Operations has requested that the global engineering center of
excellence investigate available MES solutions. The team will be assigned in 2019, and this report
should provide some input to that process.

Project Scope

This project will provide a roadmap for the implementation and integration of an MES digitized

system to track the real-time production versus the forecasted production schedule. This project will
focus on the three most significant sites in North America but can be rolled out to the other 42

manufacturing sites worldwide. This system will use historical data to predict future production runs

and better utilize site resources. The system will provide maintenance with alerts to help maintain
better respond to downtime incidents. Maintenance will be able to monitor historical line
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performance to better adjust the maintenance schedule for improved reliability. There are several

MES (Manufacturing Execution Systems) available on the market that can be implemented in whole or
part to provide this functionality. The output of this project will be the roadmap to apply an MES

solution. Several MES software packages will be evaluated and recommended for further
investigation.

The focus for our Evaluation will be the three most significant plants in North America with one
of these plants being Givaudan’s largest plant in the world that supplies natural ingredients to
other Givaudan production sites worldwide. The goal will be to roll out the system in North
America first then use lessons learned to roll out worldwide.
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Background and Research
Givaudan Company Background
Givaudan is over 250 years old and is the world’s largest producer of flavors and fragrances. Givaudan
produces the flavors you taste in bulk commercial foods and beverages to fine dining you may

experience. Fragrances are used in everything from shampoo and laundry care products to fine

celebrity perfumes. Givaudan is known for its high-quality products and the ability to make unique

flavors in small or large quantities. The Givaudan name is not seen on the product you buy, but its

products are in the brands you use every day.

Figure 2 Givaudan sales worldwide by percentage
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Givaudan has a global presence operating as four regional divisions; North America (NOAM), Latin
(LATAM) America, Europe & Africa (EMEA) and Asia Pacific (APAC). Givaudan is the leader in the

marketplace with 25% of the market share worldwide. 45 production sites around the world have

been built by Givaudan or acquired throughout the years. The majority of the 11,100 employees are
involved in the production or flavors or fragrances.

Figure 3 Givaudan statistics
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Project Context
NOAM is considered a mature market that accounts for 25% of worldwide sales. Most capital

investment has been concentrated in APAC which is a growing and emerging market. Efforts have
been made to globalize the supply chain which has reduced raw material cost and shipping cost.

To improve NOAM profitability sites must run more efficiently and reduce cost. Capital request for
mature markets require a short ROI otherwise they greatly impact the profit margins.

Figure 4 Givaudan North American sales
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Table 1Givaudan North America Production

All values are in Metric Tons ( x,000) the 3 largest plants we will focus on are E, F, H. the plants on the
list are randomized in order so not to hide the identity of the sites in North America.

Only a few sites in North America are staffed at 100%, so overtime is unavoidable. No plant is running

above capacity so benefits from improved cycle times will result in reduced labor cost.

Elements of an MES system
1MESA

Manufacturing Execution Solutions Association was founded in 1990 and is a “worldwide Not-

for-profit community…” whose purpose is to”… improve business results and production operations

through optimized application and implementation of information technology and best management
practices.”
2

MESA conducted a survey from 2013-2014, with results from 214 manufacturing companies at

different points in their digital journey to implement an enterprise MES system. The overwhelming
results showed companies with MES systems outperformed those companies that have yet to

implement an MES system. One key finding was that $ per unit improvement for all 214 companies
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was 13.1% while those using MES was 22.5% excluding materials. Another critical benefit was an
improvement for On-Time Completed Shipments of 22.0% for MES versus 12.5% for all other

companies. The improved OTCSwas attributed to the ability of MES to enforce operational procedures

and provide traceability.

Baseline Assessment

SAP was first deployed at Givaudan in 2010 and has since matured into the ERP Givaudan uses

worldwide today. Since 2012 there has been a concerted effort in North American Flavors to update
existing automation systems infrastructure and software to support IIoT (Industrial Internet of
Things) and Industry 4.0.

There are currently 45 manufacturing sites with 30 sites being dedicated flavor manufacturing sites.
The baseline assessment is for the following site details:
•

Type of manufacturing – Blending, Spray Dry, liquids compounding, chemical manufacturing,

•

and other processes.

•

SOPs.

How is the business currently interfacing with SAP to run production – CMS, Excel, hard copy
Current State of automation for site equipment.

North American and Asia Pacific regions have been standardized on the Rockwell Automation Factory
Talk platform. The majority of Europe & Africa automation is Siemens and Delta V while Latin
American automation uses a combination of Rockwell and Siemens.

North America has a well-established automation standard which has recently been adopted by APAC.
Greenfield sites in India and China are adopting the Rockwell Automation Factory Talk Platform.

Givaudan has an in-house software system that was first deployed to support liquid compounding

systems in the fragrance division, CMS\LCMS (Compound Management Systems and Liquids CMS).

The system is over 20 years old and was first established to plan batching, record material
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consumption, reorder of materials, and completed batch tracking of materials. CMS was modified

when SAP was deployed to receive batches from SAP and report material consumptions back to SAP.
CMS was deployed to the Flavors division on limited bases after the SAP implementation and lacks
many of the features of a modern day MES system.

Rockwell Automation surveyed the Spray Dry automation production facility on Feb 22, 2018, and

presented the following finding on March 1, 2018, to the Operation, IT Solutions, and Engineering

departments:

● Givaudan was using many manual processes to manage manufacturing, but this is not uncommon
with many of our counterparts in the industry.

● The infrastructure in place will make it cost effective to implement a Rockwell MES with a quick
ROI.

● Much of the processes are not tracking data in real time. This lack of real-time data costs money by
a delayed reaction to situations by days instead of minutes or hours.

MES software on the market today

Examination of products on the market will be required to recommend options and vendor

assessments will need to be done to reduce the risk of Givaudan selecting a software package that is
not appropriate for the application.

During the evaluation of products Givaudan will focus on the following features:

● Production Management- Managing the production process from order input to ready-for-shipping
status.

● Operational Data Store- This will replace the existing Excel and Google sheets that are used by some
sites to track information.
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● Dispatching and Resource Procurement- Ability to automate the process by which work is

dispatched globally as well as meeting job scheduling and capacity based on resource availability.

● Reporting and Key Performance Indicators- Available tools that can generate KPI’s, provide
analytics, and dashboards without significant customization.

● Ease of implementation, consistency with current system infrastructure, and team knowledge.

Referencing the Gartner Magic Quadrant for MES (Franzosa, 2018), we see there are several options

in the “Leaders” category. Some of these leaders are made by software companies that Givaudan
already has a relationship with. Thus it’d be easier to leverage existing software knowledge,

infrastructure, and data integration between like systems.
SAP

Pros: Pre-integrated for SAP ECC and SAP S/4HANA, thus it eliminates the need for external

integration with those systems. A significant amount of online and user support online, along with

robust general SAP support. Integrated quality process management, inventory management and the
enforcement of production steps.

Cons: While SAP offers both an on-premises solution alongside their cloud offering, neither is

comprehensive. Further, it’s possible that if you try and integrate SAP MES with another SAP solution,
you might be required to also install and configure SAP S4/HANA. There’s no default application for

process-oriented manufacturing. SAP MES faces the same issue that on-premises installation of most

other SAP offerings has, which is a very dated, hard to use UI. It’s not intuitive and has a significant

learning curve.
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Siemens
Pros: Siemens has a holistic solution landscape that covers processes, plant automation, plant

hardware integration, and an IOT platform. A significant amount of resellers with Siemens software
expertise.

Cons: While Siemens does offer a robust solution suite, this comes from the acquisition of

companies and not homegrown software. This could pose a challenge as each discrete solution might

have its own infrastructure, and the integration might not be as seamless. This compares unfavorably
to SAP. Customer reviews also show that Siemens is not offering the expected level of domain
expertise across all the different industries.
Rockwell

Pros: Rockwell has a significant amount of programmable automation hardware and sensors. The

MES solution is mature, originally coming out in 2004. The automation solution has robust

functionality, including process manufacturing. Unlike Siemens, Rockwell has done an excellent job of

integrating the companies they’ve purchased into their portfolio. This has manifested itself into a highlevel of integration between the different modules.

Cons: The MES solution is not supported on a hybrid-cloud infrastructure. The Reporting and

Analytics strategy are in a state of flux, resulting in low customer confidence in the analytics platform.
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Figure 5 Gartner MES Magic Quadrant

Business Analysis
Business Case
Givaudan has sent $6,500,000 a year to date for 2018. Some reasons for overtime are downtime

events, possible process issues, quality issues, lack of human resources, and absenteeism. Today

downtime events are manually recorded, and quality issues are recorder manually if a batch must be

reworked. The reporting methods today are based on paper reports filled out by operators and then

manually entered into spreadsheets. Losses due to a slow production runs are difficult to detect, and

this may be attributed to skills of the operator or differences in equipment.

If a system were in place that could detect slowdowns in production in real time supervisors could

address issues as they occur. A system that can show trends in equipment or operator performance
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would enable process engineers or operation supervisors to identify equipment problems before
equipment fails or supervisors could provide training to operators to improve performance.

A system that allows process engineers and operations supervisors to improve production

performance could reduce overtime spending by 10-20% resulting in an annual savings of $650,00 to

$1,300,000. The MESA 2013-2014 Manufacturing Metrics that Really Matter Summary Report states
that the Annual average total cost per unit improvement for all companies was 13.1% while those

companies using MES was 22.5%. The same report says “...software, in and of itself, is not a panacea
for achieving operational and financial improvements.” but companies with programs like Lean and
Six Sigma are able to support, accelerate and sustain LEAN efforts with an MES.

Stakeholders

The table on the proceeding page describes how each project stakeholder will be impacted by the MES

solution and the expected benefits from the new system.
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Department

Today’s Concern\operation

New Operation\Benefit

Project Sponsor/
Leadership Board

Overall profitability of the company. Fiscally responsible for the
implementation of the system.

Common metrics for all production sites. Faster Data for
decision making.

Human Resources

Excess overtime, Employee work\life balance

More efficient scheduling will optimize the process to reduce
workload and Overtime thereby improving work-life
balance

Marketing

Planning bases delivery times on SAP assigned batch times per
material codes. These batch times must be manually updated in SAP
and are not checked routinely to see if updates are needed.

Real material batch times can be used to compare SAP Batch
times and adjusted as needed.

The manual batch report is done each day and then published 48 hours
from time of the actual run. The data for Excel report are from run
sheets written by operators. Values are not compared to batch
instructions unless there is a quality issue.

Real-time monitoring of equipment. No manual entry of
equipment process parameters will be required. The operator
will have to enter some quality checks into the system and
automatic time stamp will be applied.

Supervisor and leads walk the floor and evaluate at start and end of the
shift. Pass information at shift change meeting and update dry erase
board in the meeting area.

Dashboards can be reviewed at any time during shift and at
shift meetings. Historical record can allow for looking at
previous production shifts.

Batch instructions provide guidelines for equipment settings, but much
is based on tribal knowledge. Senior Operators do not always pass on
information to junior operators

(Tribal Knowledge) Actual equipment setting will be
captured and can be compared to Process instructions. Batch
run times of senior and junior operators will be able to be
compared and find best operating settings.

Research and
Development

When products are scaled up to production, they must run many trials
to establish process parameters and validate on Manufacturing
equipment.

Historical data from like materials could be used better
estimate starting process parameters and reduce validation
time. Improve time to market roll out.

Department

Today’s Concern\operation

New Operation\Benefit

Sales\Customer
Service

Delivery dates to customers based on SAP times that were manually
entered.

Better estimates of completion times.

Customer request for expected delivery only shows up in SAP when
released to Warehouse (No visibility once released to production).
Must see Operations if they need a better ETA.

New MES system is web-based, and Batch status can be
made available at all times.

LEAN\continuous
improvement

Use site controller cost data or pre\post change data that is often
manually collected.

Historical batch and equipment status data will be available
for analysis against historical batch and process data.

Finance\Site
Controller

We only have a total utility cost for the site.

Based on equipment can get as granular as cost per kg per
batch based on equipment run time.

Over time is not easy to budget for and would like to be avoided to
improve site profitability

Better schedule estimates and process optimization can be
used to prevent overtime cost

When equipment is down the operator notifies lead and the lead request
maintenance

Equipment status could be monitored remotely in
maintenance shop and resources could proactively be
deployed to troubleshoot the issue

Spray dry operator manually records downtime. Predictive
maintenance is not being logged.

Spray Dry operator will enter downtime reasons to the
database instead of manual entry. Historical data will be able
to be evaluated against PM records in SAP to measure
effectiveness.PM frequency can be changed to achieve
maximum uptime. PM could be based on equipment uptime
avoiding premature or late PMs

Manual batch records are kept to track operator interactions. Three
months of paper records are kept on site. Older records are archived
off-site by 3rd party

The MES system will require login and batch records will
electronically retrievable at any time. Will meet 21 CFR part
11 electronic signature requirements.
No storage facility fees.

Manufacturing

Maintenance

Quality

Table 2Project benefits by Role

Estimated internal and external delivery dates will be more
accurate
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Requirements
The section on MES software on the market today described many of the features available, as well as

the Technical Approach section of this document, will explain the differences between those software

solutions. In addition to these features, the system will have to provide information in the form of web
accessible dashboards to upper management around the world via a secure connection. Site level

management must also have drill down capability in reporting to be aware of issues immediately. SAP

is the ERP system used by Givaudan so any solution must be able to interface with SAP.

As part of the implementation of the MES Givaudan must develop requirements for the software

vendor. As part of this exercise, it is recommended that the Value Proposition canvas and the Business
Model Canvas be used to engage the stakeholders in the design process (Stategyzer, 2018). Many of

the stakeholders have no experience in requirements development, but these are the subject matter

experts that will be using the deployed solution.

ROI

Return on investment will be done by using ROI Calculator for IT system projects by Axia corporation.
The tool will be used to calculate ROI for the first 3 sites.

The tool requires the following inputs;

● Project cost savings/income
○

Overtime savings year one-two calculations will be run using $600K and $1.3 mil

○

Maintenance savings will be $0 year one but increase to $50K by year eight

○

○

Overtime saving year two to eight will decrease to $200 K to $0

Lean Process improvements will be $0 year one but increase to $100k by year eight
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Figure 6 Cost savings/income for 8 years (Axia)

● Project expenditures will be $856K
○

Software selection, Travel, and expenses, Consultancy cost, Software licensing, External and
internal engineering cost.

Figure 7 Project Cost by percentage (Axia)

Overtime is the primary savings from this project initially, but over time the Process improvements

from LEAN initiatives will increase as changes are continuously monitored, and issues are addressed
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as they happen. Maintenance cost should decrease as practices move from reactive to proactive based
on equipment usage instead of regularly scheduled maintenance.

● On-going cost
○

○

○

Software hardware and database management year two $12k increase to $18K year eight.

Disaster recovery cost $2K going to $3K year eight

Each site has a Rockwell software support agreement in place, so some support is available at

no additional charge

● Project discount rate
○

Bank lending rate 5.5%, inflation 1.5%, risk 2%, net discount rate 9%
■ This is an equivalent discount factor of 1.09&

From the Cash flow calculation, the ROI is a little over a year with a savings of $600K and less than one
year with $1,200K savings the first year.

Table 3Cash flow calculation $600K savings year 1(Axia)

Table 4Cash flow calculation $1.3 Mil savings year 1(Axia)

The ROI is one to two years based on overtime savings. The investment remains the same at a little

more than $1 Billion over eight years with a net savings of $1 to $1.7 Billion over the same period. It
should be noted that with a savings of $1.3 Million the IRR calculation does not work because a
negative cash flow exists in year one for it to work.
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Table 5Axia ROI Calculation results

Assumptions and Dependencies
Assumptions;
•

•
•
•

Management support and funding

Long-term vendor support after installation
Site acceptance of MES solutions

10-20% reduction in overtime for ROI calculations is a reasonable conclusion

Dependencies;
•

The solution must interface with SAP
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The solution must be able to interface with floor level automation – Rockwell, Siemens, Delta V,
and ABB systems

Risk Register

The risk is part of any project, and the highest risk to a successful MES deployment will be the upfront
design and requirements gathering. Below is a table of risk mitigation strategy.

Risk

Description

Root Cause

Trigger

Probability

Impact

Lack of participation
in Information
gathering

Responsiveness of Givaudan to answer survey
questions. Personnel away for vacation or work

Responsiveness of Givaudan Personnel
to request for information. May not
understand the benefit to participate

Interviews or
questionnaires.'

Low

High

Unexpected events

Medium

Very High

Very Low

Low

Request for
data/software access

Medium

Medium

N/A

Low

Medium

N/A

Medium

Medium

No data connection
defined.

Low

High

Team Member
Availability
Unable to set up
meetings that are
convenient
Security issues
around team access to
Givaudan
hardware/software

Unable to work on parts of the project because or
work schedule or personal life events

One hour time difference EST to CST.

Changes in Schedule for team members
due to unanticipated life or work events
Team Members are from St. Louis and
Cincinnati but may travel to customer
sites

One team member is not an employee so their access
to the needed information might be limited
Security Protocol for Givaudan

Not identifying all the Requirements for the project are being defined by the Missed stakeholder or missed user
requirements
team. The team might miss a requirement
function.
Inaccurate Financial
Analysis
Incompatible
Solution(s)
recommended.

Failing to understand all the hardware, software, and
employee resource needs could lead to an erroneous
budget.
Misunderstanding of a key need
For a solution to be viable, it needs to be able to
integrate with the existing systems either directly or Not fully understanding the existing
indirectly.
architecture and data connection pieces.

Technical Approach
MES Vendor Evaluations
Taking into consideration the three vendors that we identified as candidates (SAP, Rockwell,

Siemens), I believe that the best option for our MES is SAP’s solution. Givaudan has existing SAP
modules which can be easily be integrated into, and it has best-in-class Analytics via the

Manufacturing Intelligence and Integration kernel. Another factor to consider is that SAP would be

vendor neutral to the floor level automation systems of Rockwell or Siemens. Reporting and Analytics

is one of the key considerations for Givaudan, and SAP simply does it very well. It also allows Givaudan
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to extend their manufacturing execution process with the built-in tools that SAP provides, such as

(SAP):

●

Centralized Operations
○

Manage the production of order, lot, or unique serialized items

○

Provide employees with intuitive role-based touchscreen interfaces to support manufacturing

○

●

workflows

Automated Data Collection
○

Record traceability, quality, and all other relevant production data

○

Trigger a predetermined non-conformance process if there is any deviation from production

○

●

Adapt routing of materials based on production events

○

Monitor adherence to production specifications
specifications

Integrate with the master data process for your ERP system

Detect Tracking and Resolution
○

○

○

Create full device history records for serialized products

Provide track-and-trace visibility across the entire supply chain

Analyze manufacturing performance data to gain insights into areas where you can increase
efficiency and save costs

This might not be an obvious requirement or need, but it future-proofs against having to

bring in another piece of software down the road. This, coupled with the familiarity that the team has
with SAP and existing infrastructure to support it makes SAP the best MES solution currently on the
market for Givaudan.

Road Map
This roadmap is for project definition and approval up to the time of the first site implementation. The
Implementation phase section will describe in detail the sites rollout plan.
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Assess Phase – A representative sample of plants will be selected, and a high-level process maps for

each site will be created to compare how operations and reporting are being done today. Givaudan’s
formal procedure for project approval is the creation of a project brief and project plan that will be
living documents through the process. The Business Brief will outline the scope of the project and
Business metrics while the Project Plan will be used by the Project Manager to track the project.

Define Phase – Will be a deep dive into the project requirements as well as defining the internal and

external resources needed for the project.

Select – Vendor Selection and Site SME’s assigned

Develop\Deploy – The system will be configured for the individual site with input from the site

SME. Coordinate Go-live with site resources.

Validate – Lessons learned will be used to update implementation procedures for next site. The

Validation will be used to evaluate any changes that are necessary to meet the customer’s needs. An

Action plan will be developed to address outstanding issues before handing system over to Site and IT
Support team.

Figure 8 MES Solution Roadmap (Alexander/Mcleod 2018)
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Implementation Phase
The goal will be to get project approval and then the first site will be used to create an implementation
procedure for all subsequent installations. The rollout will be done by region with North American
being first. The three largest sites will be migrated in 2018, and a deployment plan will need to be

developed for the remaining regions.

Figure 9MES Roadmap Timeline (Alexander/Mcleod 2018)

The top risk identified is production interruption or stoppage during the implementation. Site

systems are highly manual and will remain in place until the new automated system is validated and
accepted by the site. Many of the new reporting features have never been available so validation of
report outputs will be needed before the business will use the data for making business decisions.
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Estimated Budget
The numbers below were from an estimate received by Rockwell Automation in March of 2018. This
estimate was for converting manual log sheets to electronic format using the Rockwell MES software.

The engineering cost is high on initial deployments because this includes requirement gathering for

initial implementations. The first installation is expected to be the most costly but lessons learned will
be incorporated into future rollouts that will result in lower cost implementation. The number of
processes per plant will also impact the project cost at each site.
Item

Pilot Cost

Next 2 Sites
Average

Global cost after best
practices are established

Notes

Rockwell
Automation

$75,000

$75,000

$10,000

Engineering cost and consulting

Rockwell SW
License

$60,000

$60,000

$67,000

We expect SW price increase after year 1

Givaudan SAP
Group

$15,000

$10,000

$8,000

As expertise is created in house cost should go
down

Internal
Engineering

$30,000

$20,000

$45,000

Internal engineering will pick up roll of
Rockwell for implementing after 3rd site

Training

$35,000

$35,000

$20,000

Givaudan will develop training – cost will
decrease as training goes from development to
knowledge distribution

Infrastructure

$40,000

$40,000

$40,000

Upgrade will be required at most sites

Rockwell SW
support

$6,500

$6,500

$7,000

We expect SW price increase after year 1

Sub-Total

$261500

$246,500

$197,000

20% Contingency

$52,300

$24,650 *10%

$19,700

Total

$313,800

$271,150

$216,700

Table 6Rockwell MES Estimate March 2018

*10%

Will go to 10% contingency as the process
matures
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Change Management
The MES implementation will be a significant change at the site level for day to day operations but

should have minimal impact on the ERP systems. The project team will have a formal board of review
for all customer complaints. The site implementation procedure will be continually updated to

improve site rollouts. IT Support will maintain the implemented systems, and change request that will
impact a business method or customer (See Roles and responsibilities) will have the customer
approval before applying changes.

Ethics

The MES will be able to track individuals performance, and this is a widespread practice according to

Tracey Hotopp, North American HR Director of Operations. The Use of performance metrics main

goal should be to identify underperformers and identify the causes so they can improve to help the
individual and the organizations. Unethical use of the system would be if management used the

identification of underperformers for punishment without assisting the individual to improve first

(Hotopp, 2018). Mrs. Hotopp confirmed that it is legal for employers to track individual performance
via electronic monitoring because this is a condition of their employment when they sign their
employment contracts. This reinforced in company training material on Data Protection.

Figure 10 except from training material of Data Privacy
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Givaudan may at some point decide to share a customer's order status with the new system. The

system must protect the privacy of customer because Givaudan supplies many customers who are

often in competition. Examples are Coke and Pepsi or Unilever and Procter and Gamble. An unfair
advantage may happen if a competitor can parse from the data about their competitor's ingredient
supply chain too;

● COmetitor may observe disruptions and take unfair advantage of the situation

● Determine volume ordered from Givaudan and unfairly interrupt a product launch.

● See changes in volume orders and speculate on product campaigns - give an unfair advantage in the
marketplace and raise or lower prices unfairly.

Alternatives

Alternatives should be evaluated before setteling on a solution. Several alternatives have been
considered below;

1. Do nothing - Not an option. Management has requested a proposal for the tracking system, and a

recent audit by Accenture recommends Givaudan make the investment in an MES solution to improve
productivity. The Current CMS/LCMS system was deemed lacking many features or a modern MES
system.

2. Continue to support customized in-house solutions CMS/LCMS
a. Not well received by sites and in some cases, site management has refused to implement.

b. Does not have all the features of the proposed system but may be partially integrated into the new
system

c. The system was created for liquid compounding and later modified for other processes but has

never been fully implemented.
d. Limited internal resources

3. Allow each site\department to come up with their own solution and use what works best
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a. Does not take advantage of economy of scale by using a single standard solution

b. There will most likely be no “best” acceptable solution by all sites.
c. Long-term support by IT will be difficult and costly

Conclusion
Givaudan has grown throughout the years through acquisitions and building new manufacturing sites
with little investment in standardization across the enterprise at the floor level. SAP has brought to
Givaudan a standard ERP across the company. 2019 will be the year the Engineering Center of

Excellence is launched within the Global Business Solutions group. As IT and OT are brought closer

together, it is time to leverage this momentum into connecting the shop floor to the top floor with the
introduction of an enterprise-wide MES solution.

To become a world class manufacturer investment needs to be made in an MES system that makes

Givaudan a connected enterprise bringing the plant floor information to the top floor for business

decision making. We need to ask ourselves – Does Givaudan want to be a leader or follower in the

manufacturing execution of flavors and fragrances? Givaudan is the largest now it is time to be the best

at production.
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Data Tables

Table 8 Plant F - Overtime Hours YTD 2018
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Table 9 Plant H - Overtime Hours YTD 2018

Table 10 Overtime calculation from data provided by site controllers
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